


Introduction

s What happens when you turn on the light switch in 
your room?

s Where does the power come from?

s How does an electric current flow?

s An electric current flows only when it 
can follow a complete path back to its 
starting point. Such a path is called a 
circuit.



Electric Pathway

s An electric circuit consists of a pathway connecting a 
conductor to the power source passing through an 
object that needs the current to operate.



Electric Pathway

s There are three main parts to a circuit:
1. the power sources, such as a battery, solar cell, or a 

generator
2. a load or electric device that uses current, such as a 

bulb or moto
3. a conductor 

or wire to 
connect 
these parts 
together



Electric Pathway

s Many electric circuits also have a fourth part: a 
switch, which opens or closes a circuit.

s In a closed circuit, electrons can flow from one pole 
of the power source to the other in a continuous 
path.



Electric Pathway

s Many electric circuits also have a fourth part: a An 
open circuit happens when the switch is open and 
there is a break in the circuit.

s Because the path is incomplete, the electrons 
cannot flow.



Electric Pathway

s A flashlight is a good 
example of a basic
electric circuit.

s It has batteries as a 
power source, a switch 
to open and close the circuit, a bulb as the load, and 
metal springs and strips that act as conductors 
between the parts.



Series Circuits

s There are two different ways of designing circuits. 
Both require a complete path.

s In the first design, all the parts (the power source, 
the loads, and any switches) are connected in a line.

s When the electric current 
flows in a single path, the 
circuit is a series circuit.



Series Circuits

s When two bulbs connect in series, the charge passes 
through each bulb in turn.

s If you unscrew one of the bulbs or disconnect one 
end of the battery, the circuit will be broken.

s The entire circuit 
goes out 
because the 
circuit is open.



Series Circuits

s When more light bulbs are added 
to a series circuit, the resistance 
goes up.

s For this reason, the term 
resistance is often used as a 
synonym for load.

s Each bulb in the circuit shares the 
available energy.



Series Circuits

s This means if you add more bulbs to the circuit, the 
overall current is reduced.

s The bulbs will decrease in brightness.

s You must add more voltage to the circuit for the 
bulbs to shine equally bright.



Parallel Circuits

s The second way to design a circuit is to split the 
current into separate paths.

s A parallel circuit is formed when the circuit is broken 
into several branches so the current flows int 
multiple paths.

s The picture shows a 
simple parallel circuit 
with two branches.



Parallel Circuits

s Because the electric 
current travels in several 
different paths, if you 
unscrew one bulb in a 
parallel circuit, the current 
continues to flow, because 
it can follow an alternate 
path.

s It does not affect the other 
bulb.



Parallel Circuit

s What happens if you add an 
additional load to the parallel 
circuit?

s A parallel circuit is like a 
multilane highway.

s Because there are multiple paths that the current 
can flow on, more charges can travel in the same 
period.



Parallel Circuit

s The electric charge only 
flows through one of the 
three branches, so the 
overall flow rate through 
the circuit, or current,
increases.

s Each individual bulb receives the same amount of 
current, so the bulbs shine just as brightly as the in 
the original circuit.

s But the total resistance in the circuit decreases.



Series vs Parallel Circuit



Circuit Diagrams

s Engineers draw the 
path of a current 
using a circuit 
diagram.

s They use a series of special symbols to represent 
each part of the circuit.

s The chart provides common symbols that identify 
different parts in the simple circuits.



Circuit Diagrams

s For example, the longer bar on the battery 
represents the positive terminal, while the shorter 
bar represents the negative terminal.



Circuit Diagrams

s It is a good idea 
to draw the 
circuit you plan 
to build before 
you start 
assembling the 
parts.

s When you try to analyze existing circuits, draw a 
circuit diagram to help you understand how the 
current flows the circuit.



Circuit Diagrams


